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Antenna Measurements 

 General Requirements 
 The ideal condition for measuring the far-field pattern and 

antenna gain is an illumination by a uniform plane wave 

(This is a wave, which has a plane wave front with the field vectors being 

constant over an area that extends well beyond the aperture of the 

antenna under test (AUT)).  

 The wave polarization vector must remain constant within the 

volume of the AUT. The same holds for the magnitude Em, 

which must remain constant across the AUT aperture. 

 If the distance from the source is equal or greater than the 

inner boundary of the far-field region 𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛 =
2 𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑇𝑥

2

𝜆
, then 

the maximum phase difference between the actual incident 

field and its far-zone approximation does not exceed 

𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝜋

8
≈ 22.5𝑜 𝑟𝑎𝑑. 

 The largest phase difference between the spherical wave and 

the plane wave appears at the edges of the AUT, which 

corresponds to the difference in the wave paths 𝛿. 

 The real-positive solution of this quadratic equation for 𝛿 

is 

 

The E field vector of a uniform non-

attenuating plane wave propagating in the 

+z-direction. 
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Antenna Measurements 

 General Requirements 
 It is now clear that the antenna far-field characteristics must be 

measured at a sufficiently large distance between the source 

antenna and the AUT. This distance must be greater than the 
larger of the two inner limits of the far zones of the 
transmitting and receiving antennas, i.e., the two antennas 
must be in each other’s far zones.  

 A major difficulty in antenna measurements – large separation 

distances are required between the source antenna and the AUT. 

The larger the AUT, the larger the measurement site. While the 

size of the site may not be a problem, securing its reflection-free, 

noise-free, and EM interference-free environment is extremely 

difficult.  

 To minimizing unwanted reflections from nearby objects 

(equipment, personnel, buildings), from the ground or the walls of 

the site.  
 This makes the open sites for antenna measurements (open ranges) a 

rare commodity since they have to provide free-space propagation.  

 Such ideal conditions are found only in unpopulated (desert) areas of 

predominantly flat terrain.  

 The other alternative is offered by indoor chambers (anechoic 
chambers), which minimize reflections by special wall lining with 

RF/microwave absorbing material.  

The E field vector of a uniform non-

attenuating plane wave propagating in the 

+z-direction. 
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Antenna Measurements 

 Antenna Ranges (AR) 
 The antenna measurement sites are called antenna ranges 

(AR).  

 They can be categorized as outdoor ranges and indoor 

ranges (anechoic chambers).  

 According to the principle of measurement, they can be also 

categorized as reflection ranges, free-space ranges, and 

compact ranges  

 The reflection ranges are  

 designed so that the direct and reflected (usually from ground) waves 

interfere constructively and form a uniform (in both magnitude and 

phase) wave front in the region of the AUT. Such a region is called the 

quite zone.  

 are usually of the outdoor type. They are used to measure antennas of 

moderately broad patterns operating in the UHF frequency bands (500 

MHz to 1000 MHz).  

 complicated in design and depends on the reflection coefficient of the 

ground (the range surface), its smoothness, as well as the pattern of 

the source antenna. The parameter to be determined is the height hr of 

the mast, on which the AUT is to be mounted, provided that the height 

of the transmitting antenna ht is known.  
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Antenna Measurements 

 Antenna Ranges (AR) 
 The free-space ranges are  

 provided reflection-free propagation.  

 outdoor or indoor. Outdoor free-space ranges are carefully 

built in such a way that reflections from buildings and other 

objects are minimized. They can be realized as elevated ranges 
and slant ranges. Indoor ranges (anechoic chambers) suppress 

reflections (echoes) by lining the walls, the floor and the ceiling 

with special RF/microwave absorbers.  

 The elevated ranges are characterized by the following features: 

 Both antennas (the transmitting and the receiving) are mounted 

on high towers or buildings.  

 The terrain beneath is smooth.  

 The source antenna has very low side lobes so that practically 

there is no energy directed toward the surface below (the ground) 

or the buildings behind.  

 The line-of-sight is always clear. 

 The slant ranges need less space than the elevated ranges. The 

test antenna is mounted at a fixed height on a non-conducting 

tower (e.g. made of fiber glass), while the source antenna is 

mounted near the ground. The source antenna must have its 

pattern null pointed toward ground. It is desirable that it has very 

low side lobes and narrow beamwidth. Slant ranges still require 

wide open space to minimize reflections from surrounding 

buildings.  
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Antenna Measurements 

 Antenna Ranges (AR) 
 The free-space ranges are  

 provided reflection-free propagation.  

 outdoor or indoor. Outdoor free-space ranges are carefully 

built in such a way that reflections from buildings and other 

objects are minimized. They can be realized as elevated ranges 
and slant ranges. Indoor ranges (anechoic chambers) suppress 

reflections (echoes) by lining the walls, the floor and the ceiling 

with special RF/microwave absorbers.  

 The anechoic chambers are  

 the most popular antenna measurement sites especially in 

the microwave frequency range.  

 provide convenience and controlled EM environment.  

 expensive to build and maintain.  

 large room, the walls, floor and ceiling of which are lined 

with steel sheets.  

 huge Faraday cage, which provides near ideal protection 

against external EM noise and interference. In addition, all 

inner surfaces of the chamber are lined with RF/microwave 

absorbers.  
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Antenna Measurements 

 Gain Measurements 
 To measure the gain of antennas operating above 1 GHz, usually, anechoic chambers are used. Between 

0.1 GHz and 1 GHz, ground-reflection ranges are used.  

 Below 0.1 GHz, directive antennas are very large and the ground effects become increasingly pronounced. 

Usually the gain at these frequencies is measured directly in the environment of operation. Same holds for 

high-frequency antennas operating in a complicated environment (mounted on vehicles or aircrafts). 

 Three gain-measurement techniques. The first two belong to the so-called absolute-gain measurements, 

and they are: the two-antenna method, and the three-antenna method. The third method is called the 

gain-transfer (or gain-comparison) method. 

 The two-antenna method : It 

 is based on Friis transmission equation 

 needs two identical samples of the tested antenna. One is the radiating antenna, and the other one is receiving.  

 Assuming that the antennas are well matched in terms of impedance and polarization, the Friis transmission 

equation is 
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Antenna Measurements 

 Gain Measurements 
 Three gain-measurement techniques. The first two belong to the so-called absolute-gain measurements, 

and they are: the two-antenna method, and the three-antenna method. The third method is called the 

gain-transfer (or gain-comparison) method. 

 The three-antenna method : It 

 is used when only one sample of the test antenna is available. Then, any other two antennas can be used to perform three 

measurements, which allow the calculation of the gains of all three antennas. All three measurements are made at a fixed 

known distance R between the radiating and the transmitting antennas.    

 It does not matter whether an antenna is in a transmitting or in a receiving mode. What matters is that the three 

measurements involve all three possible pairs of antennas: antenna #1 and antenna #2; antenna #1 and antenna #3; 

antenna #2 and antenna #3.  

 The calculations are again based on Friis transmission equation, which in the case of two different antennas (antenna #i 
and antenna #j) measured during experiment #k (k= 1,2,3,..) becomes 

The right-hand sides of the equations are known if the distance R and the 

ratios of the received-to-transmitted power are known. Thus, the following 

system of three equations with three unknowns is obtained  
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Antenna Measurements 

 Gain Measurements 
 Three gain-measurement techniques. The first two belong to the so-called absolute-gain measurements, 

and they are: the two-antenna method, and the three-antenna method. The third method is called the 

gain-transfer (or gain-comparison) method. 

 The gain-transfer method : It 

 requires an antenna the gain of which is exactly known (called gain standard) and a transmitting antenna the gain of 

which does not need to be known.  

 Two sets of measurements are performed: 

 The test antenna is in a receiving mode, and its received power PAUT is measured.  

 The gain standard is in a receiving mode in exactly the same arrangement (the distance R and the transmitted power 

Po are kept the same), and its received power PGS is measured. 
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Antenna Measurements 

 Directivity Measurements 
 It is directly related to the pattern measurements.  

 Once the pattern is found over a sphere, the directivity can be determined using the definition: . 

 

 

 

 

 Generally 𝐹(𝜃, 𝜑), is measured by sampling the field over a sphere of constant radius R.  

 The spacing between the sampling points depends on the directive properties of the antenna and on 

the desired accuracy.  

 If the antenna is circularly or elliptically polarized, two measurements of the above type must be carried out 

in order to determine the partial directivities, Dθ and Dϕ . Then, the total directivity is calculated as 
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Antenna Measurements 

 Impedance Measurements 
 Direct measurement of the impedance of an antenna could be a problem 

when a connector cannot be soldered to the antenna feed point and a feed 

line has to be used, which may not affect the VSWR and RL, but it will 

certainly change the reading of the impedance.  

 The basic idea of impedance de-embedding is to make an identical feed line 

with an open/short-circuit load, and then measure its reflection coefficient 

which will be use to calculate the antenna impedance at the desired 

reference point. 

 The input impedance of an antenna is calculated via the reflection 

coefficient at its terminals Γ , which are connected to a transmission 

line of known characteristic impedance Zc. If the magnitude and the 

phase of Γ are known, then, the antenna input impedance is calculated 

as 
 


